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2017 First Extraordinary Session

HOUSE RESOLUTION NO. 13

BY REPRESENTATIVE DANAHAY

A RESOLUTION

To commend TeamCITGO upon the occasion of its thirtieth anniversary.

WHEREAS, it is appropriate to commend TeamCITGO upon the occasion of its

thirtieth anniversary; and

WHEREAS, CITGO is an American refiner, transporter, and marketer of

transportation fuels, lubricants, petrochemicals, and other industrial products; and

WHEREAS, CITGO has been a presence in the state of Louisiana for seventy years;

its refinery in Lake Charles is the sixth-largest refining facility in the United States; and

WHEREAS, in 1987, TeamCITGO was established as the first industry volunteer

organization in southwest Louisiana; and

WHEREAS, TeamCITGO is comprised of CITGO employees, retirees, and their

families carrying out CITGO's mission to improve the quality of life in the communities it

serves; and

WHEREAS, today, TeamCITGO volunteers average approximately four thousand

volunteer hours each year and have served more than thirty charitable organizations in

southwest Louisiana; and

WHEREAS, TeamCITGO's notable contributions to southwest Louisiana include

activities such as: planting grass to prevent soil erosion along Louisiana's coastline, assisting

with fundraising events for local charities, and serving CITGO Partner in Education Schools

through efforts to beautify school campuses; and

WHEREAS, on March 30, 2017, TeamCITGO will celebrate thirty years of

dedicated service to its community; and
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WHEREAS, TeamCITGO merits a sincere and heartfelt measure of commendation

upon the memorable occasion of its thirtieth anniversary and for the tremendous pride and

honor it brings to the communities of southwest Louisiana.

THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED that the House of Representatives of the

Legislature of Louisiana does hereby commend TeamCITGO upon the occasion of its

thirtieth anniversary and does hereby commend the volunteers of TeamCITGO for their

outstanding accomplishments and for their extraordinary contributions to the state of

Louisiana.

SPEAKER OF THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
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